Abstract. In previous work, we have introduced a model-theoretic semantics for compositional units, i.e. reusable units that can be used for compositional program development. Such units contain open (logic) programs and our modeltheoretic semantics characterizes their correctness and the correctness of their composition. However, for real-world software development, compositional units should be inter-operable, i.e. they should accept programs in different languages. To cater for this, our model-theoretic semantics needs to be used in conjunction with suitable semantics for behaviours and interfaces. In this paper we describe one possible approach based on constructive specifications.
Introduction
A reusable program unit, or a compositional unit, contains code that can be composed with other units, to yield a desired behavior. To be widely reusable, a unit should be open, i.e., not completely defined. The undefined parts become defined as a result of composition. Examples of open units are generic modules with import/export sections in modular languages, generic ADT's [7] and frameworks in OO design [6] . In the context of Logic Programming, open programs have been proposed as open units, due to their compositional properties [2] . Units should be only specified by an interface specification and context dependencies [17] , and we need rules for composing and decomposing interface specifications and to compare them, that is, to state whether interface specification S 1 meets or entails interface specification S 2 . These properties allow us to combine top-down and bottom-up development.
In all this, the problem context plays an underpinning role. Indeed, context dependencies and specifications have their proper meaning only in the problem context and the latter plays a fundamental aspect in comparing specifications and to prove program properties. We have considered the role of the problem context w.r.t. compositionality in our previous work [10] . We have introduced a model-theoretic semantics for the correctness of open programs and we have studied how to combine programs, contexts and specifications into compositional units of interface specifications and code.
Compositional units should be inter-operable, i.e. (pure) logic programs in such units should be able to inter-operate with programs in different languages. For this, a model-theoretic semantics does not suffice. Inter-operation involves properties that are not explicit in the model-theoretic specifications, such as, for example, input and output modes in a logic program. Properties of this kind should be explicit in the interface specification of a unit. In this paper we propose a notion of constructive interface specifications, which can be consistently used with the model-theoretic one -classical model theory still remaining the basic semantics. This allows us to make explicit modes and other computational behaviours that are relevant for the correct composition of programs, but are not apparent in a purely model-theoretic approach. The advantage of a formalisation of these aspects is that we get both a precise semantics and a compositional calculus. The latter allows us to reason about interface specifications and to derive correct unit compositions, possibly using automatic theorem provers.
Program Units and Their Composition
In this section we give an informal overview of our approach to program units and their composition. We define a program unit as a triple U = Σ, C , Prog , where Σ is a many-sorted signature, C is a class of Σ-models and Prog is a collection of programs.
We call U a program unit (PU) to avoid confusion with compositional units (CU) introduced in our previous work [10] . The class C is called the context of U. It may be defined formally (as, e.g., in CU's) or informally (as we will do in the examples), with the purpose of specifying the meaning of the procedures used in the unit, in terms of the problem domain. We distinguish between imported, exported and hidden procedures. The imported procedures are assumed to be supplied by external units. For each exported procedure p, Prog contains a program implementing p, hidden in U, and a set of (public) interfaces p : I 1 , ..., p : I k , that refer to when and how p can be correctly composed with procedures imported from external units.
Example 1. The context section of the following program unit
LG specifies the problem domain of labeled graphs. The ADT List(V ) (lists with elements from V ) is included to define predicates on paths. For example, the definition of x a n −→ y (x is linked to y by n consecutive arcs with label a) uses at : [V, Nat, List(V )], defined in List(V ) (at(v, i, l) means that v occurs at position i in list l). The meaning of the imported and exported procedures is defined by the specifications S arc , S conn , S path , using the context signature and the concrete data types of the implementation language, such as int in S conn ; repr Nat (i, n) means that the integer i represents the natural number n. We have used a many-sorted Prolog, to shrink the gap between the context and the implementation level for the sorts V , L, List(V ).
Program unit LG;
INTERPRETATIONS: For each graph, C contains an interpretation where V and L are the sets of nodes and labels, and x a −→ y holds iff there is an arc from x to y with label a. 
We call S arc , S conn , S path model-theoretic specifications, to distinguish them from constructive specifications of the interfaces of the procedures implemented in the program section. By conn : C1 we mean that conn realizes the interface specified by C1. Similarly for path : P1 and path : P2.
We have used moded call statements, such as ?path(p − ), where '−' denotes the output mode and '?' the query mode. They will be explained later in the paragraph introducing behaviours. Interfaces are interpreted according to the constructive semantics that we are now going to informally introduce. To reuse LG, an external unit Q has to fix the interpretation of the open symbols V , L and −→ , to represent the set of the nodes, labels of a specific graph and to implement the procedure arc. We want to guarantee that the program implementing arc correctly composes with the programs imported from LG. To this end, in [10] , we have considered a notion of model theoretic interfaces and correctness. For example, LG.path : S arc → S path is a model theoretic interface for LG.path and its (model theoretic) correctness means that S path is true in the minimum Herbrand model (MHM) of LG.path, whenever LG.path is composed with a program Q.arc with a MHM satisfying S arc . This entails that from LG.path : S arc → S path and Q.arc : true → S arc we can infer Q.arc • arc LG.path : true → S path . By • arc we denote the import composition with respect to arc, performed at the program level when the unit (LG) importing arc includes or is included in a unit (Q) exporting arc. For logic programs, • arc is the union, although renaming may be needed.
As the above discussion shows, model theoretic interfaces have a simple declarative semantics and simple composition rules. However, they do not take into account computational aspects that are relevant for correct program reuse. For example, the interface LG.path : S arc → S path cannot distinguish the following different uses of P.path: T -formulas. We have used T in a disjunction of the form H ∨ T (F), to deal with finite failure: if the attempt of realizing H fails, we conclude that F is true, but we do not require any further information. In this sense, T corresponds to the classical truth operator of [15] . T -formulas can be also used as pre-conditions, not requiring any com-
requires that all the paths of the current graph have length limited by a fixed n, but it does not require to compute n. Another use of T is illustrated by the bounded quantification
Different kinds of interfaces. According to the informal explanations above, one can see that P1 corresponds to use a). Its import part I P1 and export part E P1 specify decision behaviours. P2 corresponds to use b). Its import and export parts specify enumeration behaviours. Import and export parts of C1 specify selection behaviours: if for every node x and label a, Q arc selects a y such that x a −→ y, then for every node x, label a and
Here, !arc is the selection mode. It means that by means of a call to arc we get an answer (selected by the program), but backtracking is forbidden or it may not work properly. Functional behaviours are a special case of selection behaviours, where the selected output is also unique. Decision, enumeration, selection and functional behaviours are the most common. Of course, a complex specification may mix them.
Composition calculus. Finally, we have a calculus to compose procedures according to their interfaces, while preserving realizability. The composition calculus is explained in Sect. 5.1. We conclude our informal overview with an example, which shows the application of the calculus and introduces bridge proofs, namely proofs that allow us to link interfaces in case they do not match exactly. When we include a unit, the context is included with possible renaming and closures, i.e. instantiations of open symbols, as illustrated in the next example. Then procedures may be selectively included. We may hide them (when appropriate) via the operator #. We may also use local (hidden) bridge programs generated when building bridge proofs. 
In the unit LG, LG.conn is tail recursive and conn(x, a, y, n) is defined as x a n −→ y. If we include IT into LG and we take the sets V of nodes and L of labels as D, we may interpret each pair (x, x · a) as an arc x a −→ x · a and we can prove x a n −→ y ↔ y = x · a n . Thus we can (re)use LG.conn to compute iter in a tail-recursive way, as follows.
Program iter : #IT is a local bridge program (#IT is a local specification, hidden by #). The clause implementing iter : #IT has been derived from the following bridge proof pr(#lm1) and corresponds to lemma bd1.
!iter's mode follows from !#conn and modes +, − are treated as usual in logic programs. I #IT and E IT denote the import and export parts of the interface #IT of LGIT (the export part coincides with the one of IT). The unicity T -formula needed in ∃!I is inherited from LG. The empty renaming rn[] is generated by the rule rn. For homogeneous programs (as in our example), rn[] works as the identity for import composition. For heterogeneous programs, it corresponds to a "communication channel".
•∃E is a derived rule and gives rise to rn[] • (iter : #IT), equal to (iter : #IT) 2 . The composite program implementing LGIT.iter is obtained by the following composition proof. 
LGIT extends IT and LGIT.iter correctly overrides IT.iter (the exported iter programs implement the same interface).
Behaviours and Program Composition
In this section, we define behaviours and we discuss the rationale behind them. A behaviour represents the knowledge obtained from an observation of a program unit by calling some of its procedures. The observer may be a human or another procedure. A call is characterized by the observed call statement C and by the activation substitution α, indicating the values observed for the variables of C when the call is activated. For conciseness, we do not consider negation, i.e., C is an atom. We call Cα an activation. The (call corresponding to an) activation Cα starts a computation, which may succeed, fail, yield an error or loop. According to the case, we define the answer of Cα as follows:
- To consider backtracking, we use an observation index. The same index is only used when a call is repeated (by backtracking) to obtain a new answer. Otherwise, different observations have different index. Thus we define observation sequences and their components as follows (components underline backtracking). If prod observes the call statement sum(P, X, Z) in the computation of prod(s(0), s(s(0)), 0), it obtains the following sequence S with components S [1] , S [2] :
The following property is required (and assumed) in our approach. We define the behaviour B S associated with an observation sequence S as the union of the behaviours of its components.
Example 4. The behaviours corresponding to the observation sequences of Ex. 3 are:
Now we link behaviours and unit composition at the program level. A procedure p exported by P depends on a set π of import procedures of P iff every procedure called by the program implementing p belongs to π. By P : π ⇒ δ we mean that δ is the set of the export procedures, π is a set of import procedures and the procedures of δ depend on π. 
. The resulting C -unit exports R.δ 1 and the procedures R.γ are locally composed with S.δ 2 , so that they no longer depend on γ, i.e.: R • γ S : 
. The resulting C -unit contains and exports the programs for δ 1 ∪ δ 2 . Operation P • γ Q is defined if the general conditions introduced above for composition are satisfied and
. The resulting C -unit contains the programs for δ 1 ∪ γ ∪ δ 2 , hides γ and exports δ 1 ∪ δ 2 . The hidden procedures γ are used locally by δ 2 . Going back to Ex. 3, if SUM is the closed unit exporting sum and PROD the one importing the latter and exporting prod, the import composition SUM.sum • sum PROD.prod : / 0 ⇒ prod is defined and satisfies the above requirements. As we have seen, if we are only using Prolog programs, it suffices to put the various programs together, in the same name space. Hiding may be performed, e.g., by renaming. If we are using heterogeneous programs, we need also an environment supporting the communication among them. This is necessary for import composition.
Let P • γ Q : / 0 ⇒ δ be a C -unit. We can build an observation sequence S E by means of calls to δ. We call S E an experiment for P • γ Q. While doing the experiment S E , we observe the calls performed by Q on γ. We obtain an observation sequence S I , with a behaviour B S I . We say that S I is an interface observation sequence and B S I is an interface behaviour for P • γ Q. We can abstract from the "server" unit P by introducing generic behaviours and "oracles".
A generic b-formula is a ground procedure-atom (i.e., built by a procedure symbol) or a T -formula of the form T (∀x. Example 6. Let P be a C -unit containing logic programs and B be an import behaviour for P. A B-oracle is a logic program that contains every atom A ∈ B as a fact and suitable clauses that abort the program when required. For example, the following program is an oracle for the behaviour B of Ex. 3.
Different oracles are obtained by changing the order of the facts and allowing possible repetitions. As an example of another kind of programming language style, we can consider program units containing imperative style procedures. If we only allow input-output procedures, the modes will always be of the kind !p(x + ; y ↓ ). In the context, a model-theoretic specification S p specifies p as a predicate. By the input mode x + , we declare that x are value parameters. By y ↓ we denote the reference mode (varparameters in Pascal). In an activation, reference parameters can be only replaced by variables. Oracles can be defined as follows: when a computation performs a call to an imported procedure q, we provide the result by a table-look-up mechanism, where the table contains a finite part of B. By the selection mode !, only the first answer is considered; the computation aborts if no answer is found or the activation is not allowed by !p(x + ; y ↓ ). That is, the oracle is moded.
If J is an interface behaviour of P • γ Q observed by an experiment S, then there is an oracle o P such that J [o P ] • γ Q replicates exactly the computation of P • γ Q. However, a different oracle o may yield a different computation of J [o ] • γ Q. We assume that Q is behaviourally stable (b-stable), i.e., we assume that for every o there is an experiment S for J [o ] • γ Q with the same observed behaviour (B S ⊇ B S suffices). B-stability of Q means that it is able to cooperate with external units (simulated by the oracles) independently from the backtracking details, such as order or repetitions of the answers. We believe b-stability should be a property of high-level program units, because this enhances their re-usability. In the next section we will consider b-stability with respect to the moded import behaviours that realize their specification.
Behaviour Specifications and Their Realization
A constructive specification is a Σ-formula given by the following syntax, where BF stands for b-formulas (atoms built by a procedure symbol) and T F for T -formulas (of the form T (F), where F is any Σ-formula):
Basic specifications BS ::= BF | T F.

Existential specifications ES ::= BS |ES ∧ ES | ES ∨ ES | ∃x . ES.
Universal specifications US ::= ES | US ∧US | ∀x. US.
Interfaces IC ::
Universal specifications are a description of behaviours that are realized (exported) or used (imported) by a program unit. Interfaces relate imported and exported behaviours and model correct unit composition. They will be explained in the next section. Here, we consider universal specifications and their realization by closed C -units within a signature Σ. For behaviours of closed programs we assume that data are reachable (i.e., representable by ground Σ-terms). The partial model theoretic correctness of programs is assumed, to ensure the truth (in C ) of the observed b-formulas. Thus a behaviour correct in C is a set B of b-formulas of the signature Σ, such that C |= B.
The behaviour semantics of universal specifications is given by the realization relation ||= . We write P ||= H to denote that a C -unit P realizes a specification H. This means that H is realized by the observable behaviour of P, in the way informally explained in Sect. 2. We firstly define realizability by correct behaviours, considered as sets of b-formulas true in C . Then we define it by program units.
Definition 1 (Behaviour Realizability). Let B be a behaviour correct in C and E a ground instance of an ES. Then B ||= E iff one of the following clauses applies: Basis. For a T -formula T (F), B ||= T (F) iff C |= F. For a b-formula B, B ||= B iff B ∈ B.
Step. According to the cases, we have: That is, the realized formulas are true in the context (assuming reachability). In the previous definition, behaviours may be infinite. Behaviors of observation sequences are finite. The following theorem can be easily proved.
Theorem 2. Let E be an ES and B ||= E. Then there is a finite B ⊆ B s.t. B ||= E.
A realization of a universal specification U is, in general, infinite. It can be seen as the unions of the finite realizations of the existential instances of U.
Definition 2 (Inst(U)). The set Inst(U) of the instances of a ground universal specification U is the smallest subset of formulas satisfying the following clauses: -if U is an ES, then U ∈ Inst(U); -if t is a ground term and F ∈ Inst(H(t)), then F ∈ Inst(∀x. H(x)); -if F ∈ Inst(H) and G ∈ Inst(K), then F ∧ G ∈ Inst(H ∧ K). -If U is open, Inst(U) is the union of the Inst(Uσ), where σ is a grounding substitution.
Theorem 3. Let U be a ground universal specification and B be a behaviour. B ||= U iff for every instance E ∈ Inst(U) there is a finite B ⊆ B s.t. B ||= E.
Now we can consider realizability by program units. Since T -formulas do not require any realization, the (possible) procedure symbols occurring in them do not require computations. We say that they are hidden by T , or inactive; non-hidden occurrences are called active. A specification S is an export specification for a closed program unit P : / 0 ⇒ δ iff the active call statements of S have procedure symbols from δ. Program realizability is defined starting from finite experiments. Let E be a ground export existential specification for P. We say that P realizes E with a (finite) experiment S, written P ||= S E, iff S is a finite experiment for P such that B S ||= E. For a universal specification U, we need to validate the various instances I ∈ Inst(U) by U-moded experiments, namely experiments that apply moded call statements from U.
Definition 3 (Program Realizability of US). Let U be an export universal specification for a closed C -unit P. P ||= U iff for every instance I ∈ Inst(U) there is an U-moded experiment S s.t. P ||= S I.
Export US are specifications for closed program units. In particular, decision, enumeration, selection and functional behaviours can be specified as explained in Sect. 2. We can use a universal specification U also as an assumption on the expected import behaviuor of an open unit. In this case, U states the following collaboration agreement: a client unit Q is assumed to apply only moded call statements of U, while a server unit P is assumed to answer without loop or abort errors, when it is called according to the modes declared in U. Concerning the server side (the client side will be considered in the next section), we require correct moding, as the past history is needed to properly treat the call index i.
Definition 4 (Correct Moding). Let U be an export universal specification for a closed
C -unit P. U is correctly moded with respect to P iff every U-moded experiment S for P can be continued into an experiment S, i : Cα, ans , whenever the activation i : Cα is legal with respect to the modes of U and the past history S. For every server program unit P realizing U there are a behaviour J and an U-moded oracle o U , such that the experiments of P coincide with those of
as abstractions of server units and we introduce the semantics of interfaces. We proceed gradually. We say that U → V is a simple interface if U, V are universal specifications. U must be an import specification, that is a specification with only import-active call statements. It is an assumption on the possible import behaviours. V must be an export specification, that is a specification with only export-active call statements. It states the expected export behaviour.
Definition 5 (Realizability for Simple Interfaces). Let Q be a C -unit and U → V a simple interface. Q ||= U → V iff U is an import specification, V an export specification and for every import oracle
This definition of realisability requires b-stability (see Sect. 3) with respect to the behaviours realizing U (we may choose, for a behaviour J , any oracle o U ). The compositional meaning of simple interfaces is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.
Let P be a C -unit such that P ||= U and U correctly moded with respect to P and let Q be a C unit such that Q ||= U → V , for a simple interface U → V . Then
Simple interfaces represent simple composition rules, where the import behaviour U has to be realized by the server unit as a whole. It may be useful to choose server units incrementally, by building intermediate open units. To this aim, we allow conjunctions and right-nested implications. For example, the interfaces U → (V → H) allows us to choose a server unit for U and delay the choice of the unit for V . ) . Let Q be a C -unit and I be an IC. We inductively define realizability, as follows: Basis. I is a universal specification. Realizability is defined as in the previous section.
Definition 6 (Realizability for Interfaces
Step. According to the cases:
We proceed by a secondary induction on H. The base case coincides with simple interfaces. The step case is as follows:
is a universal import specification for Q and Q ||= U → H(t), for every ground term t. -I is H ∧ K. Q ||= H ∧ K iff Q ||= H and Q ||= K. -I is ∀x. H(x). Q ||= ∀x. H(x) iff Q ||= H(t) for every ground t.
Composition proofs, bridge proofs and correct modes. The compositional meaning of interfaces is given by the rules of the compositional calculus shown in Sect. 5.1. By these rules, we can correctly compose C -units at the program level. Our syntax distinguishes universal specifications and interfaces. Correspondingly, we have two kinds of proofs. A proof that applies only the renaming rule rn and the rules for →, ∧, ∀ to interfaces is called a composition proof. It allows us to compose units whose interfaces match via (possible) renaming. If this level of "exact" matching fails, then we de-structure the universal specifications used in the interfaces and we try to restructure them in a different form, by means of the other rules and possible "bridge lemmas", such as bdl1 in Ex. If we enlarge the syntax by allowing interfaces of the form (H → K) → R, we can model bidirectional composition. We have not yet completed the analysis of this case, so we only briefly comment on it, by considering the simpler case (U → V ) → W , with U,V,W universal specifications. The active procedures that occur positively (namely in U and W ) must be export procedures, while the ones occurring negatively (namely in V ) must be import procedures. Moreover, the export procedures of U must not depend on the import procedures of V . In this case, the interface correctly specifies a bidirectional collaboration, as follows. We say that Q ||= (U → V ) → W iff Q ||= U and Q ||= V → W . A server unit P has to realize U → V . We want to get a bidirectional composition • U→V such that P • U→V Q ||= W . Under our hypotheses, we can say:
That is, P uses the behaviour for U exported by Q to realize the behaviour for V needed by Q. Q uses this behaviour to realize W .
The Compositional Calculus
In this section we present a possible compositional calculus, where proof-trees are in the style of natural deduction. The root of a proof-tree is of the form P : A, where P is a logic program and A is a constructive specification. P : A is the consequence of the proof tree. Assumptions are specifications. The rules are shown next.
. . .
The rules apply to C -units at the program level. The program rule pr(L j ) allows us to use an already proven pr-"lemma" L j about a unit P. It is also possible to introduce knowledge from the problem context by the rule tt(L k ), indicating a tt-"lemma" L k , proving C |= H 1 ∧ ··· ∧ H n → F. Lemmas (in particular tt-lemmas) are not necessarily developed in the compositional calculus, but may use any system consistent with classical logic, or they may be informal. Rule rn encodes renaming, which may be needed for hiding or bridging purposes (see Ex. 2). The application of rn is systematically enforced by our calculus (programs do not occur in the assumptions, but are needed in the consequences). The idea is that renaming correspond to "communication channels". The way of forcing renaming is preliminary and needs to be further experimented. The other rules are similar to the ones of intuitionistic predicate logic. The usual provisos apply. We require also that the involved formulas are constructive specifications in the syntax given in Sect. 4. This entails, in particular, that the assumptions may only be universal specifications and that the rules for ∨, ∃ can be only applied to existential specifications. To deal with assumptions, we enlarge our definition of interface and allow interface sequents Γ ⇒ K, where Γ is a set of interfaces that are universal specifications:
Definition 7 (Realizability for Interface Sequents). Let Γ ⇒ K be an interface sequent for a C -unit P. We say that P realizes Γ ⇒ K, written P ||= Γ ⇒ K, iff for every
The following theorem states the validity of the calculus. The proof considers separately the bridge proofs, which structure and de-structure universal specifications and the composition proofs, which structure and de-structure the interfaces. For the bridge proofs, the preservation of correct moding ought to be checked.
Theorem 5 (Validity).
Consider a proof-tree with assumptions Γ and consequence P : H. If the (possibly informal) tt-lemmas and pr-lemmas are correct, then P ||= Γ ⇒ H.
Discussion
Constructive specifications make explicit aspects that are important for correct composition. They are based on correct modes and on a constructive semantics. This semantics is not alternative, but complementary to our previous model-theoretic approach [10] : the reference semantics still remains classical model theory and constructive logic is used to obtain more expressive interface specifications. The idea of using constructive logic to specify interfaces has been influenced by [16] , even if we use a different semantics. The semantics and the calculus explained here are a first step and have been inspired by the collection semantics introduced in [13, 14] to prove constructivity results for intermediate first order systems. The T -operator for formulas that are not constructively evaluated comes from [15] . The use of distinguished levels for the problem context and for programs and their interfaces, as well as the possibility of using different programming languages is similar to the Larch specification language [8] , although in the latter constructive logic is not used. We next outline some improvements to our work.
Constructive proofs bridging not exactly coinciding specifications are, in general, simpler than the proofs needed to derive programs from scratch. A study of proof strategies oriented to module composition and reuse would be interesting.
Behaviours with closed formulae allow us to capture input-output modes with ground results and the query mode. A possible improvement, as far as logic programs are concerned, is to consider open b-formulas, as e.g. in [1] , to capture more general kinds of modes and compositions, including open answers.
The restriction to correctly moded universal specifications guarantees that a constructive evaluation of the export specifications of a server program unit P can be obtained by a client unit Q, by querying P. This explains also our restricted syntax. For example, we do not allow a disjunction such as (∀x. A(x)) ∨ (∀x. B(x)). Indeed, to state that (A(t) holds for all the ground terms t), or (B(t) does), a (possibly) infinite computation is needed. On the other hand, if we know that, say, ∀x. A(x) holds, we can use this information by inserting it in the behaviour. In this way, is possible to use any first order formula as a constructive specification. The price to pay is that we have to introduce in behaviours the knowledge needed to trace constructive evaluations, along the lines of [13] . The advantage of a restricted syntax is that it adapts to the operational semantics of any kind of programs, with the only requirement that the model theoretic meaning of the procedures and functions is to be specified in the context. Nevertheless, it is useful to investigate possible extensions, related to other kinds of module operations. In particular, it would be useful to extend • to bidirectional collaboration of program units. This corresponds to the use of implications of the form (A → B) → C. From a first partial analysis of this case (see the discussion in Sect. 5), it seems that it can be treated without altering the general lines of our approach. In this way we get a notion of interface that has similarities to the one discussed in [3] .
The requirement of b-stability is suited to relatively complete programs, while it may not work for small pieces of code. In this case a lower level of abstraction is required. It can be introduced by a different definition of the behaviour associated to observation sequences and experiments. We believe that an analysis of different levels of abstraction is interesting and potentially fruitful. In particular, it would be interesting to consider behaviours as multisets to exploit the use of linear logic programming techniques [9] to express properties of program units that consume resources and to consider their geometry of collaboration.
In this paper we have concentrated on the definition of behaviour semantics and we have devised a first composition calculus. We have a validity result. It is difficult to even define completeness, due to the presence of modes and the fact that we want to deal with heterogeneous systems. The next step is to experimentally check our ideas and our calculus in real examples, e.g. addressing case studies of formal specification.
